PHILOSOPHY

This is a selected guide to resources held in the Coleman Library to support philosophy. To locate any of the listed materials, consult the online catalog or ask the librarian.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL:

Library of Congress classification for philosophy is B.

- B1-5802 Philosophy (General)
- B69-99 General Works
- B108-5802 By Period, including individual philosophers and schools of philosophy
- BD10-41 General Philosophical Works
- BH1-301 Aesthetics
- BJ1-1725 Ethics
- BJ71-1185 History and general works, including individual ethical philosophers
- BJ1188-1295 Religious ethics
- BJ1298-1335 Evolutionary and genetic ethics
- BJ1518-1697 Individual ethics.
- BJ1725 Ethics of social groups, classes, etc. professional ethics
- BJ1801-2195 Social usages. Etiquette

SELECTED RESOURCES

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RESOURCES


DICTIONARIES/ ENCYCLOPEDIAS


HANDBOOKS


**INDEX AND ABSTRACTS**


**PRINT AND ELECTRONIC BOOKS**


Leaman, Oliver. *Evil and Suffering in Jewish Philosophy*. [NetLibrary].


PRINT AND ELECTRONIC JOURNAL ARTICLES

International Philosophical Quarterly. [Coleman - Periodicals]

Pacific Philosophical Quarterly. [Coleman – Periodicals]

Philosophy
from 01/01/1998 to present in Cambridge Journals Online (CJO)

Philosophy Today
from 01/01/1998 to present in ProQuest

Philosophy, Psychiatry & Psychology from 12/01/2001 to present in ProQuest

Research in Philosophy and Technology. [Coleman – Periodicals]

Royal Institute of Philosophy Supplement from 12/01/2005 to present in Cambridge Journals Online (CJO)

The Journal of Mind and Behavior. [Coleman –Periodicals]

ONLINE RESOURCES

Chinese Philosophy: Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy Online
http://www.rep.routledge.com/article/G001SECT4

Confucius [Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy]
http://www.iep.utm.edu/c/confuciu.htm

Descartes Life and Works (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/descartes-works/

Karl Marx’s Sociology
http://www.faculty.rsu.edu/~felwell/Theorists/Marx/
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